APA: In-Text & at Works Cited Listing

To appropriately cite and use a source in APA style one must provide a parenthetical citation in the body of the paper as well as a full citation corresponding at the Works Cited List. Here’s an example of using an article from a periodical:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In Your Paper:</th>
<th>At Your Works Cited List:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

More examples of citing In Your Paper:

**If you include the year and Author’s Name as part of your narrative:**
In her landmark 1997 study Brenda Logan indicated that incidents of schoolyard bullying were greatly increased in classrooms that use corporal punishment (p. 17).

**If you “directly quote” someone (use direct quotes sparingly):**
“Schoolyard bullies grow out of classrooms, and environments, of violence” (Logan, 1997, p. 11).

More examples of At Your Works Cited List:

**Citing an article from a database:**
Author’s Last Name, First Initial. (Publication Year). Title of article. Title of Journal, # volume number (# issue number), #page – #page. doi: # Digital Object Identifier number OR Retrieved from http:// the journal’s web address (you may have to Google the title).

**Citing an article from a printed journal:**
Same as above, omitting “Retrieved from,” but keeping the doi if available.

**Citing a book:**
Author’s Last Name, First Initial. (Publication Year). Title. Publication City: Company.